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Sources of Conflict of Interest Rules

• Rules of Conduct
– Lawyers: Model Rules of Professional Conduct and Responsibility

– Planners:  AICP Rules of Conduct

– Elected / Appointed Officials: Nebraska Political Accountability 
and Disclosure Act (NPADA)

• Codes of Ethics

• Nebraska Accountability and Disclosure Commission

• Local Rules or Ordinances

• Case Law
• Commercial Fiduciary Duties

• Ourselves and Our Professions



• State and local public officials and public 

employees are subject to the conflicts of interest 

provisions of the Nebraska Political Accountability 

and Disclosure Act (NPADA). Not all conflicts 

provisions of the NPADA apply to all categories of 

public officials and public employees. 

Guidance Under Nebraska Law



• Main types of conflicts of interest:

– Conflict of interest

– Interest in a contract

– Use of public resources

– Employment/hiring of immediate family

– Statements of financial interest/disclosure

Guidance Under Nebraska Law 

(continued)



• Relevant Forms

– Statement of Financial Interests (NADC Form C-1)

– Potential Conflict of Interest Statements (NADC 
Form C-2)

– Contractual Interest Statement (NADC Form C-3)

– Employment of Immediate Family Member 
Disclosure Statement (NADC Form C-4)

• NADC is very helpful

Guidance Under Nebraska Law 
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Identifying a Conflict of Interest

• Half the battle!  Harder that it looks.

• Most common in land use law:

– Actual conflict

– Perceived conflict

– Loyalty conflict



How to Determine if a Conflict Exists

• Talk to people

• Seek guidance from attorneys or Nebraska 

Accountability and Disclosure Commission



Conflicts of Interest

• What to ask yourself:  "From the outside looking in, does it 
look like I am personally invested in the 
transaction/decision?" 

• Similar rules for lawyers and planners
– Lawyers:  Business transactions with clients require disclosure and 

consent.  Actual or prospective conflicts of interest (as against a 
client's interests) require disclosure, consent and possible 
disqualification from representation.

– Planners:  Always must disclose (potential and actual conflicts of 
interest) and sometimes must abstain (actual conflicts of interest) 
from the decision-making process.



What do I do if I have a conflict of interest?

• Disclose

• Recuse

• Appropriate recusal

• Who ultimately decides?

Conflicts of Interest (continued)



Biglaw Case Study

• "Biglaw" partner represents Loser Corp. in bid for federal contract to 
collect student loans

• After Loser Corp. loses out on bid, partner provides quote to the 
Washington Post, stating the company that received the bid (Winner 
Corp.) was lowly rated and the federal agency should be under 
intense scrutiny for allowing Winner Corp. to leap frog over other, 
more qualified providers

• Trouble is, Winner Corp. is a client of Biglaw as well

• In light of partner's comments, Winner Corp. contested Biglaw's 
continued representation of Loser Corp's bid protest

• What do you think the court determined?



Biglaw Case Study (continued)

• The United States Federal Claims Court agreed with Winner 
Corp. on the grounds that Biglaw's continued representation 
of Loser Corp. presented a breach of its duty of loyalty:

"Regardless of whether [partner] was aware of [Biglaw's] conflict 
of interest at the time he made his disparaging comments 
about [Winner Corp.], his comments have created a breach of 
the duty of loyalty that cannot be cured.  By speaking ill of 
[Winner Corp.]—a contemporaneous [Biglaw] client—to the 
Washington Post, [partner] has created a situation where he 
has stunted [Biglaw's] ability to effectively and zealously 
advocate on [Loser Corp's] behalf.”



Biglaw Case Study (continued)

QUESTION:  How do partner's disparaging remarks 

about Winner Corp. stunt Biglaw's ability to effectively 

and zealously advocate on Loser Corp's behalf?



Biglaw Case Study (continued)

• The United States Federal Claims Court further admonished Biglaw for 
its failure tor recognize the conflict of interest, despite Biglaw's plea 
that it ran a conflict check and a conflict did not arise because 
Winner Corp. recently changed its name:

“The court understands that conflict systems are not perfect, but 
the irony here is that [Biglaw] was the very law firm that advised 
[Winner Corp.] on its name change in 2012. . . . At the very least, 
[Biglaw]should have either updated its conflicts system in 2012 to reflect 
the name change or run an additional conflicts search . . . knowing that 
the name change had taken place. . . .  To claim that [Biglaw] should 
be in the clear because it received a ‘NO CONFLICT’ result simply does 
not hold water, especially given [Biglaw's] knowledge of and 
advisement on [Winner Corp's] name change.”



Biglaw Case Study (continued)

QUESTION:  Would you be comfortable being held to 

the standard outlined by the court?  How thorough 

are your conflict checks?  Do you pay attention to 

them or blindly trust the process?



2918 Mission Project (San Francisco) 

Case Study

• Developer seeks approval from San Francisco Planning Commission to 
build 75-unit apartment building

• Neighborhood organizations vehemently oppose project

• Planning Commission Vice President votes in opposition of approval, but 
Planning Commission ultimately recommends approval to Board of 
Supervisors

• Planning Commission Vice President subsequently obtains information 
over brunch that site of project may have historical significance as site of 
activist headquarters in 1960s and 1970s

• Vice President raises issue with Planning Commission President, triggering 
a delay in the Board of Supervisors vote to conduct a historical study of 
the property



2918 Mission Project (San Francisco) 

Case Study (continued)

• Are there any conflicts of interest issues present?

– San Francisco Charter Section 4.102 provides that: 

"any dictation, suggestion or interference [in administrative affairs] 

herein prohibited on the part of any member of a board or commission 

shall constitute official misconduct." 



2918 Mission Project (San Francisco) 

Case Study (continued)

• What about the Vice President's duty of loyalty?

– San Francisco Charter Section 15.103 provides that: 

"in some cases, commissioners, by law, must be selected from certain 

neighborhood, community or professional groups.  But such 

commissioners owe their duty of loyalty to the entire city.  They do not 
just represent a neighborhood, community or profession, although they 

may bring their to their service a greater knowledge of or appreciation 

for the needs of that group. These commissioners, like all commissioners 

must act in the city's interest."

• Assuming the Vice President did not have ill intentions, how should 

she have handled the situation differently? 



Morals of the Story

• If in doubt, disclose

• Recusal is in the eye of the beholder

• Appearances of conflicts are often the same as 
actual conflicts

• Use the resources available to you

• Avoiding conflicts of interest is easier than dealing 
with them after they arise



Questions?

David C. Levy, Esq.

Baird Holm LLP, Omaha, Nebraska

Phone: 402-636-8310 (O) / 402-213-9063 (C)

Website:  www.bairdholm.com

E-mail:  dlevy@bairdholm.com


